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 ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND
mark in our literature. After reciting the drawbacks of Italian, Dutch, French, and Spanish,
—" English," he declared, " has none of these defects."
But despite the renown attained by Sidney,—a reputation enhanced by the posthumous
publication of his prose and verse,—his claims for the English tongue were slow to win
acceptance. And had Fulke Greville been permitted to write the History of his Own Time,1
a European audience would then have expected him to build his edifice in Latin. Now,
when ours has come to be " the Universal Language," the present historian need not apologise
for using the English tongue.2
In linking together the words and deeds of the i6th century, every effort has been made
to avoid expressions which would seem strange to the persons concerned, could they return
to life. For example, it is of set purpose that Elizabethan voluntary adventurers by sea arc
never called "privateers." This word is not to be found in any Elizabethan MS,; only in
later printed paraphrases, sometimes mistaken for verbatim transcripts*
After reading "Elizabethan England" to the end, each reader can judge, at pleasure,
which of the statesmen, warriors, or "divines" has exemplified the most graphic, vigorous,
and "Shakespearean" English.
The Elizabethan popular custom of printing a favourite book in treble or quadruple
parallel columns, of as many languages, has fallen into disuse, partly because, wherever we
go, English has gone ahead of us. Originally carried into " strange lands" by our men of
action, it has spread, commercially and scholastically, because the English-speaking races have
come to possess or influence the largest proportion of the habitable globe,
Though Spain within living memory lost the last remnants of her possessions in the
Nuevo Mundo, Spanish is said to be spoken even now by the largest number of persons
next only to English. So the story of England's relations to Spain in the days of the utmost
pride of Spanish supremacy, should immediately appeal to a wide audience; nor ever lose its
human interest, as long as statecraft, seamanship, arts and sciences, and the study of mankind,
are appreciated upon earth.
i6th of October, 1936.
1E.E. Vol. I. pp. xii-xiil
3 With footnotes in Latin, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, French, and occasionally Dutch and German*

